The GigaTrak® Tool Tracking System (TTS) is a powerful yet easy-to-use solution that streamlines the management of your Tools, Assets and Equipment. Reduce time searching for lost or misplaced Tools and gain a better understanding of where your assets are located at any given time. Now, with the TTS app, you can turn your device into a mobile scanner and track on the go!

Every company has valuable tools, assets and equipment given out to employees and assigned to different locations every day. The question you need to ask yourself is “How much do I lose each year?” With the GigaTrak® Tool Tracking System (TTS) you can reduce losses by holding individuals responsible for the tools and equipment you give them. Everything is through a simple scan of the tool’s barcode. You can even schedule maintenance and track repairs! Best of all, you can locate any item and give each of your employees a report of what they owe you. Access the TTS system and do transactions on either the PC or mobile app. By managing your tool inventory, TTS will pay for itself in just a few months.

**Use TTS to Track Your Equipment:**
- Power and Hand Tools
- Welders and Industrial Equipment
- Precision Instruments
- Calibrated Equipment
- Radios, Cellular Phones, etc.
- Design Drawings
- Consumables (gloves, etc.)
- You name it – TTS can track it!

**TTS Users Include:**
- Contractors (Electrical, HVAC, etc.)
- Manufacturer Tool Rooms
- Utilities and Municipalities
- Maintenance Groups
- Field Service & Repair Companies
- Government Agencies
- Development & Research Companies
- And many others!
GigaTrak® TTS helps you organize and track your tools and equipment inventory through a standardized check out/in process to an employee, location, container, or member (Contractor Edition Only). A detailed history is kept on every transaction to ensure that all of the information you need to run your business is readily available.

Our TTS allows you to setup a Master/Catalog listing of tools so that new tools can be added faster. You can also search on nearly any field including classification, type, description, model, and many others. Keep track of lost, broken, and retired equipment while transferring between facilities. Equipment maintenance can also be managed with the Pro and Contractor Editions. TTS even has the ability to import data from other tool systems and export data straight to Excel.

We Make it Easy!

- Simple self-hosted installation on any Windows 10 or later computer system and network with either an Access or SQL Server database. Cloud solutions only need access to the internet to connect to database.
- Systems bundles have everything that you need including Software, hardware, labels, and more!
- Technical Support and Training options. We support everything you purchase from GigaTrak!

Complimentary training session included with all purchases. For an online demo call us at 262-657-5500 or email us at sales@gigatrak.com